Abstract. On a compact oriented surface of genus g with n ≥ 1 boundary components, δ1, δ2, . . . , δn, we consider positive factorizations of the boundary multitwist t δ 1 t δ 2 · · · t δn , where t δ i is the positive Dehn twist about the boundary δi. We prove that for g ≥ 3, the boundary multitwist t δ 1 t δ 2 can be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves, extending a recent result of Baykur and Van Horn-Morris, who proved this result for g ≥ 8. This fact has immediate corollaries on the Euler characteristics of the Stein fillings of contact three manifolds.
Introduction
Let Σ g,n denote a compact connected oriented surface of genus g with n ≥ 1 boundary components, say δ 1 , δ 2 , . . . , δ n , and let Mod(Σ g,n ) denote the mapping class group of Σ g,n , the group of isotopy classes of selfdiffeomorphisms of Σ g,n fixing all points on the boundary. The study of the mapping class group elements has important applications in low dimensional topology: By the results of Giroux [7] and Thurston-Winkelnkemper [19] , every open book decomposition (Σ g,n , Φ), where Φ ∈ Mod(Σ g,n ), of a closed oriented 3-manifold M admits a compatible contact structure and all contact structures on compact 3-manifolds come from open book decompositions. If the monodromy Φ can be written as a product of positive Dehn twists, then the contact structure is Stein fillable. Writing Φ as a product of positive Dehn twists provides a Stein filling of the contact 3-manifold M via Lefschetz fibrations.
In the present paper we address the following question: Is there a positive integer N such that whenever the boundary multitwist t δ 1 t δ 2 · · · t δn is written as a product of k positive nonseparating Dehn twists in Mod(Σ g,n ), the integer k must satisfy k ≤ N ? Since any such factorization describes a Lefschetz fibration with n disjoint sections of self-intersection −1, this question is equivalent to understanding whether or not there is an upper bound on the number of singular fibers of Lefschetz fibrations admitting sections of self-intersection −1? Note that this is Question 2.3 in [2] . Recently, the above question is considered by Baykur and Van HornMorris [5] : They proved that for g ≥ 8, the boundary multitwist t δ 1 t δ 2 in Mod(Σ g,2 ) can be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves.
In the present paper, we prove that the same conclusion can be drawn for all g ≥ 3. For g = 2, one needs an extra factor. The main result of our paper is the following theorem.
Main Theorem. Let a be a nonseparating simple closed curve on the genusg surface Σ g,2 with two boundary components δ 1 and δ 2 . In the mapping class group Mod(Σ g,2 ), the multitwist
can be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves.
Remark 1.1. It is then easy to conclude that in the mapping class group Mod(Σ 2,2 ), the multitwist t 2
can be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves (see proof of Corollary 1.3). It follows easily that if g ≥ 3 and k ≥ 1 then t k
can be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists. The same holds for g = 2 and k ≥ 2.
By capping off one of the boundary components, we obtain the following immediate corollary for surfaces with one boundary component. Corollary 1.2. Let Σ g,1 be a compact connected oriented surface of genus g with one boundary component δ. In the mapping class group Mod(Σ g,1 ), the element (i) t 2 δ for g = 2, (ii) t δ for g ≥ 3 can be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves.
In the mapping class group Mod(Σ g ) of a closed orientable surface Σ g the identity element can be written as a product of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves. It follows that every element in Mod(Σ g ) can be expressed as a product of arbitrarily large number of nonseparating positive Dehn twists. However, when n ≥ 1, the situation is different; the identity element of Mod(Σ g,n ) admits no nontrivial factorization into a product of positive Dehn twists.
For k ≥ 1, a factorization of the multitwist t k
· · · t k δn into a product of positive Dehn twists of the form
in the group Mod(Σ g,n ) describes a genus-g Lefschetz fibration X g (r) → S 2 with n disjoint sections such that the self-intersection of each section is −k. The Euler characteristic of the total space X g (r) is given by χ(X g (r)) = 2(2 − 2g) + r.
The next corollary, which is an improvement of the first part of [5, Theorem 1.2], follows from Remark 1.1.
there is a family of genus-g Lefschetz fibrations X g (r) → S 2 with two disjoint sections of self-intersection −1 such that the set {χ(X g (r))} of Euler characteristics is unbounded. The same conclusion holds true for genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations but this time with two disjoint sections of self-intersection −2.
Given a genus-g Lefschetz fibration f : X → S 2 with a section σ and with a regular fiber Σ, the complement of a regular neighborhood of the union Σ ∪ σ is a Stein filling of its boundary M equipped with the induced tight contact structure (cf. [14] ). It was conjectured in [14] that the set
is finite. In [4] and [5] , it was shown that this conjecture is false. Our main result provides more counter examples to this conjecture. Once we have our Main Theorem, then this follows from [14] , Theorem 3.2. See also refrences therein, e.g. [1] , [6] and [12] . Corollary 1.4. For every g ≥ 2, there is a contact 3-manifold (M g , ξ g ), M g = M g ′ for g = g ′ , admitting infinitely many pairwise non-diffeomorphic Stein fillings such that the set C (Mg ,ξg) is unbounded.
The manifold M g is the boundary of a regular neighborhood of the union Σ g ∪ σ g of the regular fiber Σ g and the section σ g of the Lefschetz fibration X g (r) → S 2 provided by Corollary 1.3. The first integral homology of M g is a free abelian group of rank 2g. Thus, M g and M g ′ are not diffeomorphic for g = g ′ . Remark 1.5. Plamenevskaya [16] and Kaloti [8] showed that if a contact 3-manifold (M, ξ) can be supported by a planar open book, then C (M,ξ) must be finite. Hence, the contact structure supported by the open book with monodromy t δ 1 t δ 2 , g ≥ 3, cannot be supported by a planar open book.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we obtain some preliminary results. In Section 3, we prove our main theorem. In the last section we extend our results to surfaces with more boundary components.
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Preliminary Results
Throughout this paper, we consider diffeomorphisms and curves up to isotopy; if two diffeomorphisms (resp. curves) x and y are isotopic, we say that x is equal to y. We always use the functional notation for the multiplication in Mod(Σ g,n ); the product f h means that h applied first. We refer to [9] and [14] for the basics on mapping class groups of surfaces, Lefschetz fibrations and contact structures.
For a simple closed curve a on an oriented surface Σ g,n , we denote by t a the right (or positive) Dehn twist about a. The diffeomorphism t a is obtained by cutting Σ g,n along a and gluing back after twisting one of the sides to the right by 360 degrees. For simplicity, the Dehn twist about the simple closed curve c i is denoted by t i .
We now state two preliminary lemmas, which will be used frequently.
Lemma 2.1. Let c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 2h+1 be simple closed curves on an oriented surface such that c i intersects c i+1 transversely at one point for i = 1, . . . , 2h, and
Let a and b be the boundary components of a regular neighborhood of c 1 ∪ c 2 ∪ · · · ∪ c 2h+1 . The following equality holds:
Lemma 2.2. Let c 1 , . . . , c n be simple closed curves on an oriented surface such that c i intersects c i+1 transversely at one point for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, and
The following equality holds:
Proof. The proof follows easily from the braid relations t i t i+1 t i = t i+1 t i t i+1 and the relations t i t j = t j t i for | i − j |> 1. Suppose that g ≥ 2 and that the surface Σ 2,2 of genus 2 illustrated in Figure 1 is embedded in Σ g,n .
Lemma 2.3. Let g ≥ 2 and let x be a nonseparating simple closed curve on Σ g,n intersecting c 3 and d transversely only once. In the mapping class group Mod(Σ g,n ), the element φ = t 4 t 3 t 2 t 1 t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 t x t d t 3 t x maps the pair of simple closed curves (c 3 , d) to (e, c 3 ).
Proof. It is easy to see that t x t d t 3 t x maps the pair (c 3 , d) to (d, c 3 ) and t 4 t 3 t 2 t 1 t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 maps (d, c 3 ) to (e, c 3 ).
Next we express a particular element of Mod(Σ g,n ) as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists.
Proposition 2.4. Let g ≥ 2 and let x be a nonseparating simple closed curve on Σ g,n intersecting c 3 and d transversely only once. Let T = (t 1 t 2 t 3 ) 2 t 2 t 1 t 3 t 2 in Mod(Σ g,n ). For any positive integer m, we have
In particular, for any positive integer m the element φ may be written as a product of 12 + 10m positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves.
Proof. By the two-holed torus relation and by applying the braid relation twice, we get
Hence, we have (
3 . By taking the mth power of both sides, we obtain
for any positive integer m. (Note that this equality is used in [3] .) By using Lemma 2.3, this leads to where φ = t 4 t 3 t 2 t 1 t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 t x t d t 3 t x . Since the conjugate of φ, t 
Surfaces with two boundary components
We prove our main theorem in this section. In the proof, our strategy will be to look for the factorization of φ given in Lemma 2.3 in a factorization of a given element. Once we find φ in the factorization as a subword, as in Proposition 2.4 it will give us a factorization consisting of an arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists. Reordering the terms by conjugation, we may write
Proof of the Main
where D 9 is a product of nine positive Dehn twists. More precisely,
3 . Here we use the fact that the Dehn twists t δ i are central in the mapping class group.
Multiplying both sides of the equality (4) with t 4 gives t δ 1 t δ 2 t 4 = D 9 t 4 t 3 t 2 t 1 t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 t 4 t d t 3 t 4 .
Since c 4 is a simple closed curve intersecting c 3 and d transversely once, it follows now from Proposition 2.4 that t δ 1 t δ 2 t 4 may be written as a product of 21 + 10m positive Dehn twists for any integer m ≥ 1. The Dehn twists t δ 1 and t δ 2 are central in Mod(Σ 2,2 ). Since the curve c 4 is nonseparating and since any two Dehn twists about nonseparating curves are conjugate, it follows that t δ 1 t δ 2 t a may be written as a product of 21+10m positive Dehn twists. This proves part (i) of the Main Theorem. Suppose now that g ≥ 3 and that Σ g,2 is the surface in Figure 2 . In the group Mod(Σ g,2 ), using Lemma 2.1 we may write
where K is a product of positive Dehn twists. In fact, K is a product of 2(g +1)(2g +1)−31 positive Dehn twists all are about nonseparating curves. Since (t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 t 5 ) 6 = t b t c , we may write
By part (i), the right-hand side of this equality may be written as a product of 2(g + 1)(2g + 1) − 10 + 10m positive Dehn twists for any positive integer m. This proves (ii), finishing the proof of the theorem.
Remark 3.1. We want to emphasize that g = 3 is the smallest possible genus such that the the product of boundary parallel Dehn twists may be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists in the mapping class group of Σ g,2 . In the case of genus 2, by capping off one of the boundary components of Σ 2,2 , one can immediately see that in Mod(Σ 2,1 ), for any nonseparating simple closed curve a, t δ t a can be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating curves. Now we want to point out that one cannot get rid of t a in the above factorization. Writing t δ as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists would imply the existence of genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations over can be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating curves: By Equation (3), we have
It is then easy to see that we may write
where D ′′ is a product of 28 Dehn twists. Hence, by Proposition 2.4, t 2
can be written as a product of 40 + 10m Dehn twists for any m. The total space X m of the corresponding Lefschetz fibration has the Euler characteristic χ(X m ) = 36 + 10m.
The self-intersection number of each of the two sections is −2.
Surfaces with more boundary components
Our aim in this section is to increase the number of boundary components and write certain elements in the mapping class group as a product of arbitrarily large number of Dehn twists. Our main tool is the relations obtained in [11] .
Theorem 4.1. Let g ≥ 3 and a be a nonseparating simple closed curve on the surface Σ g,6 of genus g with 6 boundary components. In the mapping class group Mod(Σ g,6 ), the multitwist t δ 1 t δ 2 t δ 3 t δ 4 t δ 5 t δ 6 t a can be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves. Proof. Consider the eight-holed torus Σ 1,8 given in Figure 3 obtained by cutting Σ g,6 along δ 7 ∪ δ 8 . The eight-holed torus relation given in [11] says
where
Here, we wrote δ i+1 for the curve δ i of Figure 8 in [11] , δ 1 for δ 8 , and the nonseparating curves σ i on Σ 1,8 are not drawn.
By conjugating with appropriate elements, we may rewrite the equality (7) as
where D is a product of 10 positive Dehn twists. By letting α 6 = c 2g−1 and by using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we write
where t i is the Dehn twist about the curve c i . By using Lemma 2.1 again, we get the equality
Now replace the product t α 5 t α 7 in (8) with the right-hand side of (9) and cancel t δ 7 t δ 8 from both sides. The result is
which may be rewritten as
where D ′ is a product of 8g − 7 positive Dehn twists about nonseparating curves. Since the each Dehn twist on the right-hand side of (10) Proof. To get a certain relation in the mapping class group on a torus with six holes, we use the technique of [11] . We start with the four-holed torus relation of [11] (see Figure 4 (a) for the curves): Multiplying both sides of (12) with t σ t α 4 , we get
Using the lantern relation t γ t σ t α 4 = t δ 4 t δ 5 t α 3 t α 5 , from Equation (13) we get
where β 3 = t −1 α 3 (β). Canceling t α 3 t α 5 from both sides gives us (14) t δ 1 t δ 2 t δ 3 t δ 4 t δ 5 = t β 3 t α 1 t β t α 2 t α 5 t β t α 1 t α 3 t β t α 2 t σ t α 4 .
Next we are going to repeat the same procedure for the six-holed torus Σ 1,6 (see Figure 4 (b) ). By the equality (14), we have t δ 1 t δ 2 t δ 3 t δ 4 t γ ′ = t β 3 t α 1 t β t α 2 t α 6 t β t α 1 t α 3 t β t α 2 t σ t α 4 .
Multiplying both sides with t σ ′ t α 5 and using the lantern relation
where β 36 = t −1 α 6 (β 3 ) and β 6 = t −1 α 6 (β). Cancel t α 4 and t α 6 from both sides of the equality to get
Now we glue δ 2 to δ 3 to get a surface Σ 2,4 of genus two with four boundary components. We glue δ 2 to δ 3 so that the curve c 2 is closed. Let us set c 1 = δ 3 , c 3 = α 2 , c 4 = β and α 1 = d. It is clear that one can write t δ 1 t δ 4 t δ 5 t δ 6 t β 36 = φD, where D is a product of 9 positive Dehn twists all about nonseparating curves. We now apply Proposition 2.4 to conclude that t δ 1 t δ 4 t δ 5 t δ 6 t β 36 is a product of 10m + 21 Dehn twists.
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
A question
The results of this paper prompt the following question:
Question 5.1. Let g ≥ 2 and let n ≥ 3. In the mapping class group of the oriented surface Σ g,n , is it possible to write the multitwist t δ 1 t δ 2 · · · t δn as a product of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves? If yes, can it be written as a product of arbitrarily large number of such Dehn twists?
Note that in the case g = 1, the second author and Ozbagci [11] proved that t δ 1 t δ 2 · · · t δn can be written as a product of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves for n ≤ 9, but it cannot be written if n ≥ 10. Moreover, whenever t δ 1 t δ 2 · · · t δn is a product of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves, the number of such Dehn twists must be 12 for homological reasons.
In the case g = 2, Onaran [13] showed that, in the mapping class group of Σ 2,n , the boundary multitwist t δ 1 t δ 2 · · · t δn can be written as a product of positive Dehn twists about nonseparating simple closed curves for n ≤ 8. In [18] , Tanaka improved this result to n = 4g + 4 for any g.
